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All our EDGE modules are designed so 

the focus is on your evolving and ever 

changing exhibition needs, every EDGE 

solution you purchase today can grow 

over time. Each module expands in the 

width and height to ensure that your 

purchase will work in all environments.

NO MATTER WHAT THE 
ENVIRONMENT EDGE WORKS!

DESIGN. BUILD. GROW

EDGE modular backwalls are the perfect 
backdrop for your companies message. Use our 
display walls stand alone or combine together 
to create a unique environment. All our display 
walls are finished with high quality dye-sub 
printed fabric graphics finished with SEG giving 
you crease free graphics every time!

EDGE represents everything that Nomadic Display stands for - durability, versatility and modularity

EDGE portable backwalls are the perfect way 

to get your companies message out there. Our 

pre-packaged walls provide you with a unique, 

portable and modular exhibit. All our walls come 

complete with 2 x flat steel baseplates and are 

packed in a wheeled transport case.

Combine your EDGE modules  
with our range of backlit BrightWall 
display walls to stand out!



Remove/add 
meter sections 
to reconfigure 
your display.
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All our displays work best together. Combine multiple units together to create a show stopping display!

Modular

COMBINE



Towers

RANGE OF HEIGHTS

All our EDGE towers are available in a range of 3 heights  

as standard - 2.36m, 2.5m & and eye catching 3m high.

Integrate the 2.36m towers with your existing Nomadic 
products, stand eye to eye with competitors offering 2.5m 

solutions or soar over them with our impressive 3m high range.

Purchase a 2.36m tower today but know that tomorrow, 
based on the unique modularity of the range, this  
purchase can scale up in height to 3m.

HARDWARE
EDGE towers are constructed by combining 3 display walls 

together, using 4 of our external ‘Y‘ connector kits. This means that 

your EDGE tower still has all of the flexibility and benefits that come 

with our modular display walls.
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Y external corner 
connectors ensure 
continuous graphics 
around corners.

With the use of 
towers the need for
baseplates is gone!

KING OF THE JUNGLE

Use EDGE towers to create an impact in your stand. With 180 degrees 
of uninterrupted graphics EDGE towers let your graphics shine. EDGE 
towers add depth to your exhibition stand, combine our towers with 
other EDGE modules to realise the full potential of your display.

Take your display to the next level by using our range of backlit 

towers. EDGE backlit towers feature a fully backlit front wall to 

grab the viewers attention!



Storage  
Area

DIVE INTO YOUR EXHIBIT

EDGE storage areas are available in  
2 standard depths 1m & 1.5m

Our EDGE lockable storage areas are 
more than just a secure space, they are 
a key part of your exhibition design. 
Featuring edge-to-edge fabric graphics 
on all visible sides - including the door!

Choose from our range of backlit storage areas to really 

stand out at your next show!

Build your storage area in a 
corner booth and connect 2 of 
our corner display walls to create 
a unique and practical booth. 
Our 2 sided visible storage areas 
features graphics on 2 walls 
(door and front). The rear 2 sides 
of the storage are closed with 
white fabric as standard.

1M DEEP 
Simple Space  
Saving Storage

EDGE storage areas are 

available in 2 standard depths 

1m & 1.5m. Our 1m EDGE 

storage areas are ideal when 

space is tight! The thinner design 

of our 1m deep storage areas 

makes them a perfect choice 

for most exhibitor needs.

1.5M DEEP 
Uninterrupted  
Graphics

For graphic lovers! Our 1.5m deep 

storage areas are more than just 

a storage area, they are a key 

feature to your exhibition design. 

Using our external ‘Y‘ connectors, 

graphics wrap around the corner 

providing an uninterrupted view of 

your companies message.

Backlit  
Storage Area

Stand out from the crowd by 

purchasing a backlit storage 

area. Combine the versatility 

and functionality of our 

storage areas with the impact 

of our BrightWall 80 backlit 

displays. Our backlit storage 

areas are the perfect display 

solution for you!



Economical 

Arch

IGNITE YOUR DISPLAY

Transform your simple exhibition stand effortlessly by 
adding one of our EDGE arches. Create semiprivate 
seating areas under the arch or mount monitors on the 
front to increase the foot traffic into your stand.

Combine our arches with our full range of EDGE modules to  

revolutionise your exhibition display.

TYPE 1
Use this arch to connect onto one of 

our EDGE display walls. All our arches 

are available in a range of heights and 

depths meaning you are sure to find the 

right arch for you.

Connect our arches onto a 

2.36m/2.5m/3m high EDGE display 

wall to add depth and impact to your 

exhibition.

TYPE 2
Soar above your competition with our 

3m high arches. Connect arches with our 

2.36m high display walls and watch as 

your arch rises above your display to an 

impressive 3m high.

Be different and stand out at your next 

exhibition with one of our unique arches!.

“All our arches are portable and easy to assemble, 
they can be assembled in as little as 30 minutes.”

“Create a bigger impact with our ‘over the top‘ arch. This arch is made up 
of 3 EDGE display walls combined with 2 of our external ‘Y‘ connectors, 
each wall comes with 2 offset baseplates.”




